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In the physics of hadrons, mystery surrounds the quantum numbers 

of the vaCUlli~: baryon number, hypercharge and I-spin all zero, with 

p = c = T = +1. These are the only quantum numbers where experiments 

have cast direct doubt on the notion of "nuclear democracy." Striking 

and distinctive experimental properties attach to the vacuum quantum 

numbers (hereafter abbreviated as V.Q.N.) which appear to distinguish 

t~em from all othersj we propose in this note to review the relation 
, 

of special V.Q.N. properties to a controversial concept: the Pomeranchuk 

trajectory. 

1 It vas conjectured in 1961 by Gribov and independently by Chew 

2 and Frautschi that a Regge trajectory belonging to the V.Q.N. (even 

signature) may pass ,throug.'l-J. the angular momentum value J = 1 at 
, 
I precisely zero energy. If other J-singularities are less important, 

one 'thereby achieves an immediate understanding of the following five 

features of high-energy hadron reactions, features that are suggested 

by experinent: 

(1) All hadron total cross sections approach constant nonzero limits 
\ 

at high energy. 

(2) All forward elastic amplitudes become pure imaginary in the 

high enerGY limit. 

(3) For a common target, particle and antiparticle total cross 

sections approach the same ]j,mi t. 
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(4) ;:;'or a cor.ur.on target~ the total cross sections :'o~' all m'2:>:bers 

of an isotopic multiplet approach the same limit. (Analosously._ to 

the extent that is a "good" s ymrne try , the total cross sections 

for all members of an SU) multiplet approach the same limit.) 

(5) Those special inelastic reactions where the exchanged quant~~ 

numbers are those of the vacu~~ will dominate at high ener~r! having 

the same dependence on energy as elastic scattering. 

Properties (3) and (4) had been proposed earlier, before there 

,,'as experimental evidence, by Pomeranchuk and collaborators,) using 

argQ~ents which involved properties (1) and (2). The trajectory 

supposed to underlie the Pomeranchuk properties was therefore given 

his name. Property (5) is often called "diffractive dissociation." 

Once the conjecture had been made of a V.Q.N. trajectory 

through J = 1 at zero energy, predictions beca~e possible for high 

energy cross section properties in addition to the above five. 5 ~he 

factorizability rule is one of the simplest: If is the high 

enere! limit of the total cross section of particle b for particle a, 

then single Regge-pole dominance implies 

( I) 

Unfortunately, because of the limited variety of hadrons available for 

i 
targets and beams, there are as yet no good experimental tests of this 

I 
rule. 

A second prediction is that, if the slope of the Pomeranchuk 

tra:jectory is similar to that of other leading trajectories, Le. nonzero 
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aCld posit.ive, tnere should be an indefinitely continuinG shrinkaGe, 

~s the cCle~gy increases, in forward peak widths for all reactions, 
! 

both e~astic and inelastic. More precisely, if op (0) is the 

Po~eranchuk trajectory slope at t = 0 (t is the negative square 

of ~o~ent~~ transfer) and 6 is the peak width in It!, ther- for all 

reactio~s with V.Q.N. exchange the inverse peak width is pred~cted to 

'Jehave as 

! 

constant + 2 op (0) tn s, ( 2) 

where s is the square of the total energy in the barycentric system. 

U~~appily this shriQ~age is slow and difficult to observe. For ex~~ple, 

in the range of lab energies between 10 and 30 GeV a typical value of 

the inverse width -1 
6 

-1 is about 10 GeV • If 
! -2 op (0) ~ 1 GeV ,as is 

true for other lead~ng trajectories, then the peak width is predicted 

by Formula (2) to decrease oy only 20j\' when s increases by a factor 3 

(s is proportional to the lab energy). For lab energies below ~ 100 GeV, 

variations of such an order of magnitude in the shape of the forward 

peak can easily be produced by traJectories lying below thePomeranchuk. 

Thus we must await the construction of larger accelerators before the 

existence or nonexistence of asymptotic peak shrinkage can be cleanly 

established for reactions with V.Q.N. exchange. Even then, the effect 

of branch points in angular momentum may obscure the picture. 5 

The elusive experimental character of clastic peak sllrinkat;e, 

the r:J.ost characteristic physical consequence of the conjectured 

?or::eranchul:. trajectory, has pe:-mitted widec,pread skepticism about the 

existence of this trajectory. A number of trajectories for other 
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c .. t:~1.l:::u..";} nu:nbers are by now reC;.? .. rded as reasonnbJy '-.'el1 esttlblished. 

but severe doubt contimles to exis~. about the V .Q.N. Two cli:f:ercn.t 

but l"elated sources of skepticism may be piYlpointed. First, the 

dy!~amical nechanism that would cause the Pomeranchuk tra,jectory to 

pass exactly t~~ough J = 1 at t = 0 remains unexplained. Arguments 

based on crossing matrices have been given to suggest that a tra,jectory 

carrying the V.Q.N. should lie above all others, and the Froissnrt lir::it6 

forbids any trajectory from lying above J = 1 at t = 0, but t~e 

necessity for an intercept at precisely J 1 has never been shown. 

(No other hadron traject'ories seem to pass through integer J at t = 0.) 

Recently it was pointed out7 that the currently available evidence on the 

energy dependence of total cross sections does not preclude a Pcmeranchuk 

intercept slightly below 1 (the value ap(O) ~ 0.93 was proposed), 

corresponding to total cross sect,tons asymptotically vanishinG according 

to a small negative power of the energy, ap(O) - 1. Should such 

decreasil:g behavior be established, there would be no basis fer belief 

tr.at the V.Q,.N. are qualitatively different from other quantuIl1 nUI:1bers. 

Most physicists, however, feel it would be ugly for total cross sections 

to almost, but not quite, approach constants at high energy. It would 

se,em ;ri volous 01' Mother Nature to tease scientists in such a fashion. 

Assuming: nonzero limits for high energy total cross sections, 

a second aspect pf the experimental facts seems unnatural from the 

Regge point of view: The order of maenitude of these hadron total cross-

section limits c~rresponds roughly to the geometrical "radius" of the 

particles; in other words the cross section ~ to be approachinh the 
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t.o the "radius" as i:::pact par3J:1ctcr. This familiar s"tat-::ment has a 

simple semiclassical interp::--etation commonly expressed throuGh oi)tical 

models, but from the Regge-pole point of view the unitarity limit is 

r:.ot approached; instead the magnitude of a high energy total c::--oss 

section is determined by a residue of the Pomeranchuk trajectory at 

J = 1. How Regge residues at physical values of J are related to 

the partial widths of particles lying on the trajectory.; the Pomeranchuk 

trajectory has even signature, so at J = 2 its residues determine the 

partial widths of a 2+ meson w:Lth the V.Q.N. (perhaps the f(1250)). 

Thus, to believe in the Pomeranchuk trajectory one must believe that the 

analytic continuation of a partia.l width from J = 2 to J = 1 is 

controlled at the latter point by geometrical considerations. This idea 

seer.1s so vTeird to some physicists that they dismiss the notion. 

What alternative to the Pomeranchuk trajectory is possible, that 

will preserve the properties (1) to (5)7 The most popular alternative 

is a J = 1 V.Q.N. fixed pole which has no connection to physical. 

particles. 
8 

It was yointed out in 1961 by Froissart that such a fixed 

pole is allowable i~ appropriately shielded for t > 0 by moving branch 

points in a~gular moment~~. (Gribov had shown earlier that without 

such branch points there would be a conflict with unitarity.)9 Such a 

fixed pole, belonging only to the V.Q.N., would constitute SOme 

r::odification of the idea of "nuclear" democracy" but would not preclude 

the dynm;lical e~uivalence of all hadrons as Regge poles. It may be 

argued that the V.Q.N. deserve a special role, because this is the only 

~uantum-n~~ber set that can be i~medlately defined in terms of basic 

S-matrix or field theory axio;r.s. (The axioms require every pa::--ticle 
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to have an nntiparticle, and "the V.Q.N. are the q'l.;antum nUT:1bers cf 8. 

particle-antiparticle pair.) 

The najor objection to a fixed J-pole is the observed. q-"'::l.lita-

tive similarity between elastic scattering and inelastic reactic!:s with 

non-V.Q.N. exchange, such as - 0 
1t P ..... 1t n. The order of rr.agnitude of the 

peak widths is si..'!1ilar, as are the implied pole residues.
10 

':::'he la:r8er 

cross section for the elastic reaction may be entirely attr~buted to 

the hi~~e:r V.Q.N. trajectory inte:rcept at t = O. Such phenome~ological 

si::1ilarity between elastic and inelastic (non-V.Q,.N. exchanGe) reac-::'ions 

is strange if the underlying nechanism is totally differe:!::t. 

would not be at all str~~ge if both were due to Regge (moving) ~oles. 

A completely different but equally mysterious V.Q,.N. phe~o~enon 

is the low energy I = 0, J = 0 rrrr interaction, which has persistently 

defied classification into any of the standa:rd categories. 7nis 

baffling subject will require treatmeht in a separate note, but we 

call attention to the possibility of a cop~ection between the two V.Q,.N. 

mysteries. Perhaps they are destined to be resolved together. At the 

present time, in any event, the status of the Pomeranchuk t:raJectory 

remains stubbornly obscure. Bets, anyone? 

• . ' 
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